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Day 2 - 1 ‘C’ - MCC 1st XI vs Bellville South played at MCC ‘A’
MILLIES WRAP UP BEFORE LUNCH!

After a long and wet week finally Saturday was upon us. We were determined in
keeping that pitch dry so many thanks have to go out to the lads who spent time at
the club this week looking after the covers!
This just shows our determination to win at all costs! The spirit on saterday morning
was amazing knowing we just needed wickets to wrap up our first win of the season
in this format! Zarin and Andy took the new ball and bowled with discipline making
runs very difficult to get! Zarin picked up the first with a sharp caught and bowled.
Andy was unlucky not to pick up his first wicket of the season as beat the bat on
numerous occasions!
Robin and Holman then took over.

Some good bowling matched with sharp fielding saw Bellville south 8 down.
Holman picking up 4 and Robin 3. Simple and patient cricket won the battle!
Bedders took over from Robby and picked up the last 2 wickets in 2 overs.
A awesome effort by the boys wrapped it up before lunch! This type of effort makes
my job as a captain very simple and look forward to many more good days with the
boys. We move on with this victory in our heads to take on Strandfontein on
Saturday! GREAT STUFF BOYS!!!!!
!
Reported by Damian Crowley

(Well done this was a disciplined effort of which I expect nothing less for the
rest of the season. You guys all have immense talent, it is all about
recognising / realising the talent you have and putting it to use.)
Day 2 - Res ‘B’ - MCC 2nd XI vs Bonteheuwel CC played at MCC ‘B’
MILNERTON START THE SEASON WITH EMPHATIC VICTORY
Needing just 6 wickets to wrap up what would be a great start to the season we
arrived in high spirit and looking forward to Rennick's braai later.
Of course a game against Bonteheuwel wouldn't be complete if there wasn't a touch
of drama.
Delay tactics were used by their captain , reason - the pitch had a "WET" patch and
due to the fact that he could insert his car key into the pitch he deemed it
dangerous. Needless to say we were not having it and the game got under way half
an hour late.
Opening with "FIGJAM" Groenewald from the dangerous end turned out to be the
right call as immediately we picked up the first stick of the morning. Morne had also
decided to come to the party with 2 and Bonteheuwel in deep trouble @ 86 / 7 ...
Unfortunately we let it slip at the end with some aggressive batting in which Morne

Travelled for 19 in his last over (more than half of their first innings total) ,
Bonteheuwel all out for 136. Milnerton needing 49 for victory.
Mention must go to WES for his first 5 wicket haul of the season.
Both Nyland & McKinley went after their attack and wrapped up the chase in 8
overs. Great game boys but the season has just begun , TOP 2 is the target.
points!
Reported by Jason Maritz.

(Guys we trust that this is the start of a great season, a season whereby we
want to be in the top 3 and possibly even promotion to the Res ‘A’.)
Day 2 - Res ‘F’ - MCC 3rd XI vs Khayelitsha CC played away
MILLIES HANG IN TO THE END…….!
Milnerton arrive at grounds with a 19 run lead going into the second day. We knew
that one or two early wickets would give us a really good chance at winning this
one. Unfroutnalty luck and fielding would not be on our side. With a few drop
catches plus an unfortunate injury to our captain it started to look as if it was going
to be a long day in the field. Kayalitsha managed to score 169 before being bowled
out. On the upside of our day in the field, our bowlers looked way better than the
first day. Denver Cloete had a great day with the ball in hand. On any other day
with a little better fielding it could easily been a 5 or 6 wicket haul. Brett our other
opening bowler also had a good day with the ball. Brett bowled good lines and
made it hard to score runs. Craig and Richard our first change bowlers kept the
pressure up. Both bowling well on the day and were also unlucky not to pick up
more wickets. Spin (ok maybe its better to say left arm slow) was introduced after
tea and 2 wickets were bought. It must also be added that although we didn’t field
well there were still a few good catches taken. Denver taking one in the slips and
Shaun taking a high ball on the boundary, both very good catches. Mention must
also be made that L Kohli there opening bat scored 63.
Kayalitsha set us 150 to score in about 30 overs. They very cleverly chose to bowl
some very interesting lines making it very hard to score off. As the pressure of the
lack of runs started to mount wickets started to fall. Only 3 of our batsman
managing to make it into double figures. Most notable with the bat was Brett with a
well played 33. From being in a very strong position at the start of the day, we
ended the day with Craig Zeeman and the rest of the tail managing to see out the
last 6 overs of the day to secure us a draw. Milnerton ended 86/9.
Kayalitsha showed us that we are going to have to work hard this season and that 2
day cricket is not one in the first innings. All aspects are going to have to be worked
hard on at practices and players are going to have to dig deep to find the fight that
the thirds are know for.

Again thanks must go to our scorer Mr. Silver, and a thanks to Richard Silver for
coming on as a sub fielder and taking a good catch in the process.
.
Reported by Gavin Smith.

(Winning is about taking ownership of sessions, we cannot afford to rest, high
standards of the three disciplines must be maintained and victory will come
easy. Well done in hanging in there!)

Div 3 ‘A’ - MCC 4th XI vs Wynberg played Away
GOOD START TO 3 ‘A’ CAMPAIGN
Vlam won his first toss of the season and wanted to see if our batsmen could
improve on our previous chasing outing by sending the Wynberg team in to bat on a
sticky pitch.
Vlam shared the new nut with Kean, but as enthusiastic and accurate the bowling
was for a large part of the opening overs, as resolute was the openers of Wynberg
in keeping their wickets. 33/0 after 10 overs.
Regulation bowling changes in Sias and Slim being made and although wickets did
not come immediately, the 4 overs before drinks saw 3 wickets fall. Sias bowled
one, Slim bowled one and Roessie took a screamer of a catch at short mid wicket
off Slim’s bowling.
Those wickets set in motion a progression of fallen wickets that Wynberg could not
stop. Blackie threatened to derail our train, but once he got removed for a quickfire
36 off 10 balls the end was definitely nigh for Wynberg.
Sias was his exemplary self in giving away very little and picking up wickets
regularly.
Leon Baird tried hard early in his spell but was the unfortunate victim of Blackie…his
first 3 overs traveling for 32 before ending with figures of 3/34 in 5 and getting some
respectability back!
Gavin bowled exceptionally well in the latter part of Wynberg’s innings and is bound
to play a bigger role in the bowling department in the future.
A good bowling and fielding display saw Wynberg removed for a paltry 111 runs in
the 34th over.
George and Roessie was sent in to open and perhaps we expected too much from
Leon after his demolition of Camps Bay the week before.

George got off the mark with a uppercut to third man for 3. Unfortunately Leon (10),
George (7) and Sias (0) lost their wickets in very quick succession and by the 5th
over we found ourselves in a pickle – 23/3.
Leon Baird played a patient little knock with both his boundaries being scored
square of the wicket in what must have looked to the bowler as a masterclass in
square driving!
By this time Emil found his groove and whittled away at the target with a few pushes
for singles.
After Leon lost his wicket (17) Vlam joined Emil and did not last too long (2) –
outdone by a yorker on leg stump from the experienced Blake who ended with
figures of 5/20 in 8 overs.
Rick joined Emil and got dismissed first ball up. Millies now in a spot of bother –
47/6 after 13 overs.
Fortunately we had depth in batting and without major hiccups Emil and Gabriel saw
us home with plenty of overs to spare.
Millies 112/6 after 24 overs and winning by 4 wickets.
Performers:
Bowlers:
Sias Bezuidenhout – 3/7 in 8 overs (4 maidens)
Leon Baird – 3/34 in 5 overs
Slim Mudali – 2/28 in 6 overs
Batsmen
Emil Petrus – 41* (4 x 4′s)
Gabriel van Heerden – 28* (3 x 4′s)
Reported by Gert James.

( Another good one guys, good start to the season – maintain this level!)
Div 3D - MCC 5th XI vs Rondebosch CC played on MCC-A
FIGHTING FIFTHS MAKE HEAVY WORK TO REGISTER 1ST WIN
After cheering the 1st XI to victory before lunch the Fighting Fifths would be on the
premier MCC track for the 2nd time in 3 weeks. Wray van Schalkwyk was called up
for tossing duty. The toss was won and the 5ths elected to bowl first.
Fighting Fifth “debutant” Peter Hillman opened the bowling with Wayne Beukes and
both openers bowled well and claimed a wicket each to restrict the Bosch to 20/2

after 10. Change bowlers Derek Osner (sporting an interesting pair of army I mean
bowling boots) and Rory Keane carried on the good work till drinks with the
opponents on 52/2. With a run rate less than 3 to the over, Skipper Mike brought on
veteran Vernon van der Berg to try his golden arm and it worked! Vern struck in his
2nd over. Job done, next experimental bowler was Darren Ross who had just shed
the keeping gloves and pads. Darren kept things tidy going for only 5 off his 2 overs
to maintain the pressure. The Skip bowling from the other end took his fist wicket
for the season and then brought back Rory for his 2nd spell from the bottom end.
Rory got rid of the danger man Bonthuis and then the wickets started to fall at
regular intervals. Rory and the Skip wrapped things up taking 3 each to bowl
Rondebosch out for 101 in 33 overs. All in all it was a fantastic effort in the field with
7 out of 7 catches held (Peter x2, Skipper x2, Darren, Wray and Lee Ross), giving
the victorious 1st and 2nd team players something else to cheer about from the
balcony.
Gert Badenhorst opened the batting with Peter who unfortunately lost his wicket
early. Peter had only just sat down after changing when Lee batting at No.3 tweaked
his hammie. Peter was back on the park as a runner, albeit in cricket attire that
would have had WG rolling in his grave. Gert and Lee took the score to 64/1 at
drinks and there was an air of confidence with the span looking forward to winning
drinks soon. But as they say in the Aussie classics, “the game is not over until the
fat boy has spun”, and things took a turn of the worse after drinks with a middle
order collapse which saw 3 wicket falling for the addition of just 5 runs in 5 overs.
Life President Tony Ackerman was kept busy operating the “electronic scoreboard”
with cell phone calls downstairs to scorers who were sitting under the trees next to
the nets. Glen Ackerberg cut his way to 5 runs and a partnership of 18 with Darren
to settle things a bit. Wayne Beukes was next in and with some tight bowling 6 runs
were needed of the last over. With 3 balls left , Wayne was run out by a direct hit.
With 2 runs needed off 2 balls the Skip joined Darren who was on strike. Darren
played the ball into the gap, the immediate call was “Yes 2”. The growing group of
vocal balcony supporters cheered on the 1st win of the season for the Fighting Fifths.
Great effort boys, it need not have been so close, but at least we know we can again
win the tight ones!
Reported by Mike Reynders.

(Well done span! Official apologies from me, if the senior squad was a tad out
of hand, I will address the way in which the Stag support their own teams later
at practice. Keep the winning recipe! And, I have to mention that the whole
team has assured me they are playing cricket next week and not interested in
the Currie Cup final, good luck to the Fighting Fifths and in teh same breath to
Province!!!!!!!!!!!!)

Div 3D - MCC 6th XI vs Cape Town CC played at Mini Meadow
6TH’S MISS OUT!
We arrived at Mini Meadow, the emphasis on MINI. This was going to be a game
between the batsman. We won the toss and put them into bat. Knowing we needed
some quick wickets up front to keep this team from running away with the game.
This I think put the two opening bowlers into the wrong mind set with a full out
attack….this was either going to get wickets or go horribly wrong. IT WENT
HORRIBLY WRONG!!! With a flurry of wild hitting and big thick edged sixes CTCC
managed to race to 80/0 after 10 overs, using the two opening bowlers pace against
them.
The captain threw the ball to a very nervous looking Clarence Coetzee, after
watching the two openers getting bludgeoned. Clarence coming in for his second
over gets a very dangerous opening batsman out LBW. Clarence continued to bowl
snapping up two more wickets very quickly thereafter, one of which was a catch
that was popped up to his captain and brother, try that for pressure to catch ☺! MCC
managed to climb back into the game having CTCC 104/4 after 20, through what
was an amazing bowling spell by Clarence, unfortunately he can only bowl 8 so had
to pull him off on 16/3 after 6overs. Then we started to mix up the bowling between
some part-time bowlers, slowing the run rate down was now key.
With some great efforts in the field from senior players such as Keith Eagar, taking a
absolutely blinding catch and again Clarence performing just as well in the field as
with the ball. MCC struggled through to the last 5 overs, with CTCC on 213/5, which
was is chase able on this field but we needed a great effort from Clarence and Chris
in the last 5 to avoid 250 mark. Batsman takes a great heave of Clarence’s Bowling,
the bowl takes orbit…trying to track down Clarence’s brother once again. Screams
of “money on the ball come from the opposition bench” but Chris manages to hold
on to the ball giving Clarence his first 5 wicket haul. The opposition end on 234/8 in
the allotted 40overs. Clarence ending on 22/5 in 8overs, great effort young man!!
With an imposing total looming MCC need to get a off to a good start. All the top
order managed to do well is eat up overs with 48/4 after 20 overs. Leaving way too
much to do for the tail. Clarence, Jacques and Chris put on a valiant effort down at
the bottom of the order, but too little too late. MCC reduced to 129 all out in the 35’th
over.
Think it’s time for the boys in the sixth team to start playing simple cricket again.
Value your wickets, support your bowlers and most importantly, play for the team
not as individuals. We have lost our first t three games boys it’s time to dig deep
and fight back to get a win under our belts.
stump)!
Reported by Chris Coetzee.

(Heads up, that is only three down, we need each and every player to take
ownership of his task, we need each player to say “I will do”, yes I will do it,

not we must!!! When each individual steps over that rope he must know what
he needs to do and with eleven “I will do’s” on the field, success will prevail!)

Div 3C - MCC Tigers vs Claremont CC played away
TIGERS ON ROLL!
The Millies Tigers at Claremont Cricket Club (Yes all the way in Constantia) to bleak
overcast overhead conditions. We were greeted by the locals including our very own
local ex-Claremonty Wayne “Pizza man” Mc Kensie. The pitch was green, greener
than Keith Kirsten’s Botanical gardens and we were all in shock when skipper Grant
Peacock won the toss and elected to bat. Shocked as we were the ground was
MASSIVE. I mean one could literally catch a bus from one end to another.
Openers Wayne and Shane “I wish I was taller” Muller got us off to sneaky start.
Wayne hit the opening ball for a boundary, snuck a single, got back on strike to
edge a straight ball to the keeper for a total of 5runs (Lowest score of the day) Next
batsman in Brett “I break your bat” Mc Cracken. Brett and Shane steadied the ship
with cool calm heads and some great action cricket shots. They turned ones into
twos, twos into threes and had the fielders complaining about their own match
fitness. Shane played some wristy shots and just got himself set before lofting one
to short square. A tidy 18 Youngman!
Tigers 32/2 in 8overs
Enter Paul “HUGE” an oddly shaped character that played some stunning shots. He
was sent in to accelerate the run rate but intern might have accelerated his chances
of a heart-attack when running a couple of well run three’s. Paul got one of the
plummets of lbw’s. Even the spectators gave him out all the way back on Hill1.
Tigers 77/3 in 16overs
Before drinks Brett got a well deserved 50runs in nifty gem of an innings. At drinks
skipper Grant echoed the thought that that him and Brett were going to have a go to
up the run rate. Grant played a cameo choosing the lofted drive as his selected shot.
A few fours would have been sixes on any other ground. A quick fire 20 odd pushed
the score to 124/4 before being caught on the boundary. Brett soon fell afterwards
after being caught at deep first slip.
Tigers 127/5
Enter Big J and Bryn. Bryn and Jason put on a brilliant 78run partnership for the 7th
wicket. Jason prodded at first but when he middles it he went “HUGE” Yes Bigger
than Paul “HUGE” I might add!! Jason was in a class of his own playing some
stunning square drives. Even though he almost got himself out three times before
reaching his fifty. His shot of the day was definitely the shot before his fifty. He toptipped-edged it over the keepers head for one for a well deserved fifty. I think Jason
was in shock and just flopped to the pitch kissing the ground. Something Ghandi
would have been proud of.
Tigers 224/8 after 40overs
Before the innings had ended both teams had been greeted by a streakier wearing
Borats lumo-green swimming costume. Shane Muller confirmed that the streakier

was infact a true red head when he shouted “the curtains match the rug” Why he
was looking down there we all have no idea.
Claremont a renowned batting side who scored 252runs last week we knew we had
an uphill task restricting them.
The Tigers took the field with skipper Grant enquiring from opening bowler Bryn how
would he like to start (i.e. from which end would he like to start from) Bryn cleverly
replied “extremely fast with lots of wickets” Claremont batsman got off to a flyer of a
start by taking our opening bowlers on but Bryn got revenge when he sent the
opening batsman’s middle stump cart-wheeling past keeper McKensie. Paul who
struggling from the other end, not from fatigue but from good batting. He eventually
got his man when the batman missed timed his shot trying to play across the line.
Mid-off was under it and managed to take the catch. (Yes the one I did manage to
hold onto☺)
Claremont 36/2
Change bowler Charl Crafford who was struggling with his line and length and
maybe a tad bit of direction managed to pick up a wicket when someone mentioned
his favourite entertainment venues. At drinks Claremont were way above the run
rate with seven wickets in hand. Clever Captaincy and some great bowling from the
skipper strangled the opposition and lead to Claremont being bowled out 97runs
short.
Brett McCracken 57 Paul Hughes 5/35 (8overs)
Jason Gorden 52 Grant Peacock 3/33 (8overs)
Gareth Roos 26* Bryn Whithair 1/16 (6overs)
Bryn Whithair 23 The Hoff 1/32 (6overs)
Millies Tigers winning by 97runs!!!!
Gordon.
Reported by Shaun Harris.

(Great stuff Guys, keep this up, some fine performances of note.)
Until next week………………….
From the Boundary Rope was compiled by Coach Craig
Thanx for the input of the respective captains.
(The views and opinions expressed in the “Rope” are
not necessarily those of Milnerton CC as a whole)

